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DISCLAIMER:  TEJAS CHAPTER is a local association of BMW owners.  TEJAS CHAPTER (hereafter, the
Club is a non-profit (74-2732211) Texas corporation (#10340292-01), and is associated with the BMW Car Club
of America as a local chapter.  The Club  is not connected in any way with BMWAG or BMWNA.  Tejas Trax
is the publication of the Club and is mailed to all members in good standing, as well as to all current advertising
patrons.  All of its contents remain property of the Club, but BMW CCA & BMW ACA Chapters may quote
from the publications, provided proper credit is given.  The ideas, suggestions, and opinions expressed herein
are those of the authors and no authentications, endorsement or guarantee is expressed or implied by TEJAS
CHAPTER.  TEJAS CHAPTER assumes no liability for any of the information presented.  None of the
information presented bears the status "Factory Approved" unless so indicated.  Modifications within the
warranty period may void the warranty!
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From
The

President

Membership emphasis ........

Ken Carson, our VP, attended the
2015 Chapter Congress.   One of the
higher priority interest items being
considered by BMW CCA is club
membership growth and retention.  In
2014, chapter new membership growth
ranged  f rom -41% to  +29% and
chapter retention ranged from 46% to
89%.  The Tejas Chapter was 3rd
nationally (out of 67 chapters) in
growth and retention (we were 1st
nationally counting all other criteria).

BMW CCA is trying to uncover
why disparities exist between chapters

and discover a list of best practices
f rom success fu l  chap te rs  (Ken
addressed  th i s  in  the  reg iona l
meeting).  In addition, they are trying
to establish a Performance Program to
incentivize chapters to increase and
retain membership and work with
chapters to create customized tools.
BMW CCA is  looking  to  c rea te
standardized display for vendors and
to create a benefits list for members
and chapters to utilize.  This is a  3 yr.
plan to improve retention and new
member growth by 10% real growth
by 2019.  Launch is October 2015.

Thank you for helping to make the
Tejas Chapter a top ranked chapter
and your continued support is greatly
appreciated.

Until next time ....
Glenn McConnell

Welcome New Members 
    

Austin West Lake Hills  
Payton Aldridge Rick Larsen Chris Gomez  
Katey Arrington Chi Lee Arvind Komarla  
Sergio Botero Marc Marshall   

Sudeep Burman Garrett Martin Cedar Park Round Rock 
David Byer David McCartney Jared Davis Vineet Deshpande 

Robert Carnochan Kathryn Mead Nathan George Daniel Gipson 
Jason Charbula  Stephen Muir Natalya Pashkina Stephen Heyman 
Lucas Curfman Lina Murillo Nathan Ramsey Sunny Nair 
John Dambik Sam Nelson   

Jonathan Dowling Tuan Pham Corpus Christi Jarrell 
James Gardner Huver Rivera Sam Hamid Javier Zuluaga 

Robert Giles Michael Roehricht   
Nicole Gurski Bart Romanowicz San Antonio 

Chris Humphrey John Skinner Gloria Anderson Nadia Grinnell 
Michael Kentor David Temple Fabian Aspeitia Rene Hernandez 

John Lacy Lowell Williams Christopher Darrington David Nhan 
  Michael Fortney Joaquin Perez 

Schertz Rockdale Johann Grinnell Duke Stevens 
Jose Gonzalez D'Andra Darwin   

  Leander Manchaca 
Wimberley Ranch Viejo David Flash Carolyn Cadena 

Robert Stevenson Mary Trevino Daniel Hawkins  
  Kimberly Murphy  
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"Experience Our Passion"
7011 McNeil Dr
343 - 3500

15% Discount on
Parts & Service

for  BMW CCA  members

THE ULTIMATE
 DRIVING MACHINE

Call or email our friendly staff or visit us on the internet
(http://www.bmwofaustin.com/) today to learn about the latest BMW of

Austin special offers, schedule test-drive appointments, discuss details on any
vehicle/trade-in or to research the finance/lease options on your next BMW.

5-time recipient of BMW North America’s
“Center of Excellence” award
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RSVP by filling out the RSVP form on the website at
http://www.tejaschapter.org/tejas.html

Many of you have been waiting anxiously since last May, hoping for it,
asking about it.  Well wait no more!  The 2015 Dr. Beemer Tech Day is
now open for registration!

Saturday, May 23, from 9 am to 3 pm

Dr. Beemer (aka Brian McKinney) will open his shop’s doors to our
chapter to work on our cars.  We can do whatever we need to do…as
long as it doesn’t take longer than two hours.  Get caught up on the
maintenance you’ve been putting off.  Take care of those upgrades
you’ve been planning for so long.  You’ll have the benefit of a lift and
a Dr. Beemer technician to guide you, but not do the work for you!

Highlights:
· Time slots are 9-11am, 11am-1pm, and 1pm-3pm
· $20 gets you a lift, technical advice, and a raffle ticket
· Bring your own tools or if you need to use a technician’s tools, tip
him/her accordingly
· 30% off OE and aftermarket parts ordered through Dr. Beemer
· If you already have your own parts, bring them…that’s ok, too!
· Catered lunch provided by Dr. Beemer beginning at 11am…eat
around your work time
· Free swag from vendors & Door prizes from raffle, Visits from
vendors demonstrating their products
· This is first come, first served.
· Dr. Beemer technicians will be available for advice and guidance.
Members may bring their own tools or use a technician’s (tip required).
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Bring a picnic lunch to welcome the summer of 2015 in with a trip to Longhorn
Caverns near Marble Falls.

Longhorn Cavern is one of the few river-formed
caverns in Texas. It was created over thousands of years
by the dissolving and cutting action of water on the
limestone bedrock of the area. Fossil remains show
that many Ice Age animals once occupied the cave.

There are indications
that the Comanche
Indians were the first to use the cavern. In more recent
history, the cavern was used as a Confederate
stronghold where gunpowder was manufactured in
secret during the Civil War. The cavern is also
rumored to have been the hideout of Sam Bass, a
legendary Texas outlaw.

We’ll begin with a nice drive from south of Austin, make a pit stop at Hamilton Market,
and finish with an awesome drive, arriving in time for lunch and tours of the cave.

Upon arrival we’ll locate the picnic area & enjoy our lunch.  Bring a picnic blanket
and/or folding chairs in case there is limited picnic table space.  If you don’t want to
bring a picnic lunch, the Longhorn Caverns Grill offers a limited menu.

Be sure to wear or bring comfortable, non-slip walking shoes for the cave tour.  The
cave tour is limited to 40 people, so our first tour will be just us.  The second tour will
likely have some general public included.  The tour will require descending & ascending
about 52 steps and will last approximately 1 hour & 20 minutes.  After the tour you are
free to hike around the park’s nature trails & head home at your leisure.

Events Costs:
Lunch – Completely up to you

Cave - $11.00 adults/$6 for kids if prepaid
This is to be PREPAID upon check-in for the drive in the morning

**Cave tour cost if not preregistered: $16 adults/$12 kids**
Tour of Scenic Hill Country – Priceless

Look for full meeting details on the Tejas Chapter website soon.

Cool Summer Afternoons Deux

Let’s go caving again!

Saturday, June 20th

Event planned by Jonna Clark
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Tejas Chapter Incentive Points Challenge for 2015

Activity Points
Return Survey Form (form available on request or at website) 50
Attend a meeting or event 30
Organize a monthly event, (social/technical etc.) 100
Assist with a monthly event (credited by organizer) 50
Each new member recruited (credited by CCA) 30
Original photo(s) published in the Trax  (30 pts max/issue) 10
Original photo(s) published on the website  (30 pts max/event) 10
Original Tech Tip published in the Trax 15
Original Article published in the Trax (500 words or more) 60
Original Article published in the Trax (less than 500 words) 30
Recruitment of a commercial ad for Trax 20%  of  ad cost

To encourage participation, the successful Incentive Points Challenge began in 1998. The members
who earn the highest number of points by the end of the year (up to 10th place) receive valuable prizes
at the Post-Holiday Party in January 2016. The Rookie of the Year award is for the member that joined
in the current year and earns Rookie Points based on points earned divided by the time as a member
during the year.

2015 Incentive Points Challenge Leader Board 
As of April 26, 2015 

330 Pts David Brown Steve Tatro Rosa Long 
Scott Bowman Linda Cook April Terrazas Bruce Mason 

290 Pts Greg Donsbach Paul Wilson Vaughn McVey 
Jonna Clark Fred Egloff 50 Pts Kendra Mills 

280 Pts Kelsee McVey Cass Wheeler Johnny Mitchell 
Josh Butts Brad Mitchell 40 Pts Shearon Mitchell 

260 Pts Carl Nybro Timothy Lohman Constance Perry 
Marco Cordon Jean Sevel 30 Pts James Perry 

220 Pts Mike Sevel Mohammed Abusalih Steve Richmond 
John Hughan Susan Yule Jason Aitken Andy Rose 

210 Pts 80 Pts Joaquin Aviles Diana Salzman 
Linda Cavazos Jane Ireland Don Bishop Bob Salzman 

180 Pts 60 Pts Robert Chandler Hector Sanchez 
Herb Looney Bob Ashenbrenner Ann Cleator Andrew Seelye 

Raquel Robles John Beneat Tim Cook Benjamin Short 
170 Pts Fred Brinkley Jerry Cuderman Ronald Stearns 

Paul Goldfine Tom Brown Helen Dorrance Connie Stried 
Donald Yule Ken Carson Tim Ehrhart Greg Talley 

150 Pts Mollie Francis Rafael Garcia John Thurston 
Mary Beth Cordon Terry Jones James Garten Jay West 

Sridhar Kamma David Lucia Jacquelyn Gray Daniel White 
Roger Williams Dan McLaughlin Michael Gray Philip White 

140 Pts David Nhan John Grey 10 Pts 
Tom Dawson Phil Nybro Lemuel Johnson Alan Wolfe 

120 Pts Nick Papanikolaou Harris Katchen  
Gay Dawson Huver Rivera Mary Lou Katchen  

David Francis Vincent Robles Jeff Kirk  
Jeff Gifford David Schieck Ray Landry  

90 Pts Douglass Soltau Bob Lewandowski  
Mike Anderson Jon Spagnola Elena Lightfeather  
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Smoother is Better
By Bob Ashenbrenner

First comes the appreciation of the
truly world class track we have right here
in Austin: Circuit of the Americas. This
is an awesome track which was designed
to challenge Formula One drivers. And
we get to drive on this track! The
facilities are top notch, the management
is professional and even the track surface
is second to none.  One gets the
impression that the defining principle
was to present the best in motorsports,
in every facet. Add to that the BMW
CCA Texas chapters who organize and
hold an educational and fun event for the
benefit of us the members, you realize
that you have access to one of the
premier tracks in the world.

The three Texas chapters of the
BMW CCA, Lone Star, Houston, and
Tejas, came together to present the 3rd
annual Texas Trifecta at Circuit of the
Americas, right here in Austin March 20-
22. This was a huge event with hundreds
of cars and drivers, instructors, marshals,
and other volunteers. The schedule was
well thought out, giving plenty of on-
track time and in-classroom instruction.
The pacing was just right to allow new
techniques to take hold. People were
coached at the level that was appropriate
for them.

During the 3 day weekend, club
races were held which included
qualifying sessions and the actual races.
Not only did this offer entertaining races
that we watched from close-up vantage

points, but the racers and their cars were
with the student cars in the garages and
paddocks. We were able to walk around
looking at race cars, often mods of street
cars that the students were driving. The
racers were open and easy to talk with,
discussions ranging from how the car
was modified from the street version to
how it was like to race. I talked with a
husband and wife who each had just
raced in the Enduro, one had a car
modified for better performance in turns,
the other’s car had been modified to
excel in straightaways.

This world-class facility in our
backyard lacks for nothing. The
classrooms and media center at COTA
are top notch. Plenty of water was
provided, and the food choices were
good. Even the garages, overused greasy
and damp caverns at other tracks, are
clean, bright and dry here at COTA.
You’d be proud to have one of these
garage bays attached to your house. And
the BMW CCA volunteers  went above
and beyond to organize who shared
which garages. In our 4 car garage, we
had 4 similar cars. 2 drivers were from
Austin, 2 from Kansas, which let us
compare notes on our cars and driving.
Participants were asked to clean up the
garages Sunday afternoon, and when you
are borrowing space like these facilities,
it was natural to leave them as clean as
we found them. Word is that the BMW
CCA events are the best run and safest
of any club that uses the track.

Here is an example of how COTA is
truly world class: no rain line.

2015 Incentive Points Challenge Rookies Leader Board 
As of April 26, 2015 

8.17 Pts 5.60 Pts 2.72 Pts 2.68 Pts 2.64 Pts 
Jean Sevel Huver Rivera Jacquelyn Gray Andy Rose Kendra Mills 

5.67  Michael Gray   
David Nhan     
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My Time At Texas Trifecta
by Jeff Gifford

Here are some pics of my 1990 325i
from the Texas Trifecta. I’m sure I had the
least horsepower of any car on the track, but
at 2,400lbs was also one of the lightest. I
was fast on the corners, got hammered on
the straights (top speed on the back straight
- 115mph) and became very proficient at the
waive-by. I did get waived by myself several
times, oh the shame of waiving a 1990 E30
by.

I know I had as much or more fun as
anyone on the track. Getting to drive on one
of the top 2 or 3 race courses on Earth with
an with excellent instructor as my co-
pilot…incredible! I had two  different
instructors, both highly competent. My
Sunday coach was the best. The first thing
he said at the start of the day was, “I’m not

going to talk all day. I’m going to teach you
and then you’re on your own”. Sure enough
by sessions 3 & 4 I knew where to brake,
downshift and turn in and I only spun out
once (dang turn 12!).

I ran novice HPDE on Friday,
AutoCross on Saturday and intermediate
HPDE on Sunday. My Sunday instructor said
the only thing holding me back were my
Kumho all season tires. I can’t believe that
after 40  years of driving I had been doing it
wrong all that time.

Thanks to Terry Sayther Automotive for
getting my car into top shape with new brake
rotors and pads and to Discount Tires for
my E30’s new shoes. The spare was the
original 1989 Pirelli! But mostly, thank you
to all the BMW CCA members, Tejas
Chapter and otherwise who worked so hard
to make my dream come true. I owe you big
time!
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2015 Texas Trifecta Review
By Scott Bowman

The March 20-22 Trifecta weekend
at the Circuit of the Americas is now in
the rear view mirror, so it’s time to thank
the Tejas chapter for supporting the event.
Josh Butts had put out a call for volunteers
several weeks prior to the event.  I think
it’s safe to say that the event would not
have run so smoothly had it not been for
the 27 local volunteers who signed up
ahead of time and several others who
helped out during the event.  Special kudos
go to Roger Williams and also to Greg

Donsbach, who each helped out for three
straight days.  Honorable mention also
goes to Linda Cook (two days) and Dave

and Mollie Francis (two days), helping
with grid and announcing duties.  Of
course, as volunteer coordinator and the

go-to person for all types of logistics, Josh
Butts spent four days (starting on Thursday
afternoon) making sure things ran
smoothly.  You can see Josh pictured in

the race control room, which has high
definition monitors tracking every foot of
the 3.4 mile circuit.

In addition to the club racers and
HPDE entrants from Houston and Lone
Star (and other chapters around the
country), the Tejas region was also well
represented on track.  Prior to the event,
the organizers had been reluctant to
schedule a novice run group.  I’m happy
to report that that group—which was on
track Friday—ran smoothly and without
incident, even in the damp conditions.  The
only major mishap that day was an
unfortunate driver in the intermediate
group who did some significant damage
to a late model M5.  Last I heard, that car
was in a local body shop with a repair bill
totaling tens of thousands of dollars.  It’s
a good reminder that things can happen
quickly on track, even with experienced
drivers.  Overall, the event was successful
in that there were no injuries and entrants
seemed happy with the chance to drive on

continued on page 14
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this unique track.
Perhaps the best way to report on the

event is from the perspective of one of the
entrants.  I reached out to Mohanmmad
Abusalih, who has driven all three Trifecta
events and this is what Mo reported:

Texas Trifecta’s HPDE event this year
was by far the best compared with
previous events.  It was well organized
given the number of students and weather
conditions.  Instructions both on the track
and in classroom was well worth it.  The
track was simply amazing both under dry
and wet weather conditions.  COTA is a
well thought off world class facility.
Kudos to the event organizers and all the
volunteers who made this event a success.

I had the opportunity to drive 2
different cars that are completely different
during 2 days at this event:

Day 1: I was driving a 2013 Mini
Cooper GP on Saturday and was
completely satisfied with it’s performance
and handling.  It just felt a bit under-
powered compared with the powerhouses
in my group.  It was raining most of the
day Saturday and I personally felt a bit
uneasy at the beginning driving at or near
track speeds.  However, I was gaining
confidence throughout the day and my
speed was gradually increasing.  The Mini
has the edge on corners and it’s well suited
for shorter circuits in my opinion.  It is
just a lot of fun to drive in my opinion.

Day 2: On Sunday, I brought my 2011
BMW 1M and this car is almost perfect
on the track.  Very stable and predictable

along the straights and corners.  I
completely enjoyed my track day on
Sunday and went home with a big smile.
The weather on Sunday was the ideal
weather for an HPDE.  The only thing that
I would have different to the 1M is to

upgrade my OEM brakes and use a better
brake fluid.  The brakes felt somewhat
lousy at the end of day and I was not
pushing the car to its limits.  Upgraded
brake pads or complete brake kits would
have made things a bit different.  The 1M
would be an ideal daily driver and for
occasional track events.

Negotiations are already underway for
a possible event in 2016.  The Lone Star
guys have assured us, however, that they
now know to check the local calendar for
conflicting local events such as the South
by Southwest festival that affects lodging
availability.  As soon as we determine
plans for a possible fourth Trifecta or
opportunities for other local HPDE
opportunities, we’ll get the word out
through this newsletter.  Thanks again for
the great support and hard work that went
into this successful event weekend!

2015 Texas Trifecta Review
continued from page 11
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continued on page 18

Bluebonnet Drive Review
by Marco Cordon

This year we decided to meet at a
surprise location: The one and only
"Y" at the intersection of highways 71
and 290 in Austin! It is amazing how
this true and tried starting location
leads to so many adventures, sights
and companionship. However, there is
a dark side to this as it seems that if
we star t  f rom there a  few of  our
members forget where it is and don't
show up. Over 90 people RSVP`d but
many did not come, perhaps deterred
by the forecast of rain, but it was their

loss  as  the  ra in  held off  and the
countryside and the wildflowers were
truly spectacular.

On a personal note Mary Beth and
I had the distinct pleasure of hosting
Mike Brown and his delightful wife
Mary. Mike and Mary live in Dupont,
WA. but are presently snow-birding in
Houston, fleeing the cold and rain of
the far Northwest. Mike and I were
young US Army aviator Captains in
1972, flying Cobra helicopters in
Vietnam.  In June of that year while
participating in the defense of AnLoc
we were shot down by a surface-to-air
missile. Mike's flying skills saved the
day and allowed us, nearly 43 years
later, to enjoy this fine Bluebonnet
Drive.

Setting off from the Y we drove
on Fitzhugh Rd to join Hamilton Pool

Road.  This section of the drive is
notable for the swing by of Hamilton
Pool  and  the  c ross ing  of  the
Pedernales River on a single lane
bridge.  For a change the river actually
had flowing water which made for a
very pleasant sight. The low misty
condi t ions  gave  a  g l i s ten ing
appearance to the countryside which
made the lack of sun irrelevant.

Our first rest stop took place at the
Stripes convenience store in Johnson

City, where we were joined by a group
of about 10, principally from the San
Antonio and Kerrville areas. Leaving
St r ipes  we  proceeded  by  the
picturesque Johnson City Courthouse
to join US 290 enroute to LBJ State
Historical Park in Stonewall. At the
park we stopped along the roadside to

enjoy the huge profusion and many
varieties of wildflowers that grow
along Ranch Road 1. This road follows
the south bank of the Pedernales River
and  the  huge  l ive  oaks  and  the
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Annual Blue
April 1

Many thanks to

Many more great photos are av
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bonnet Drive
1, 2015
Marco Cordon

vailable on the chapter website
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multitude of flowers make for a very
beautiful setting. LBJ's ranch house is
visible across the river on the north
bank, and is the centerpiece of the
driving tour that is available at the
park.

Next was the Willow City Loop,
as  a lways  the  h igh l igh t  o f  our
Bluebonnet Drive. This year Mother
Nature graced us with a superb variety
of flowers. We began at the North
entrance which was carpeted in white,
bordered by blue, and sprinkled with
red, yellow, violet, and all glistening

with the low hanging mist that created
a once in a lifetime effect. The next
40 minutes, as we descended into the
canyon, continued to surprise us with
the contrast in terrain in the Loop
compared to neighboring countryside
and the variety of flowers and plants
concentrated in the depths. Despite the
number of vehicles and nature lovers
a lways  found  in  the  Loop ,  we

Bluebonnet Drive Review
continued from page 15

proceeded without incident and no
honking of horns to exit the canyon on
the way to our next stop.

By this time it was past noon and
hunger pangs drove us down Texas 16
through Fredericksburg enroute to our
lunch stop at Woodrose Winery in
Stonewall. Our lunch tables were set up

in the winery building itself, and the
dramatic effect was enhanced by the
superb menu designed by our hosts Mike
and Linda. The wine consisted of two

new releases: a red, Three Day Weekend,
and a white, Three Dog White, all
delicious. The food consisted of caesar
salad, smoked salmon with wild rice,
boudine stuffed pork with dirty rice,
bread. and for dessert a just perfect
tiramisu. Lunch was a great way to cap
off a special day with friends and Mother
Nature at her best.

Dear reader: you may have noticed
that no flowers were named in this
review. Please make your own
adjustments. Thank you.
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It Gets Better In The End
By Paul Goldfine

It started out like any other day, my
wife and I left the house early in the
morning so I could get her to work on
time. However, after the car started, I
was greeted by 4 tire pressure warning
lights. I took a look at the tires and
everything seemed okay. The tire
pressure had been checked just a couple
of weeks earlier, so I blamed the cooler
weather.

It’s only a 4 mile round trip at low
speed, so I still wasn’t too worried about
the lights not resetting by the time I got
home. When I got to work after 15 miles
on Hwy 130 and they were still on, I got
a little concerned. I pulled the car into
the shop and had one of the techs check
the pressures. They were all low, so I
asked him to air them up. My car sat for
the next two weeks and, when I started
the car afterward, I was once again
greeted by 4 tire pressure warning lights.
Thinking they needed to be reset, I
headed out for a quick drive. I didn’t get
far before I  knew something was
seriously wrong in the right front.

Once again, I rolled it into the shop
but this time the car went up on the lift.
A quick inspection revealed nails in both
the right front and left rear tires. Also,
the right front showed signs of needing
an alignment. The techs plugged the tires
to get me back home but it was clear
those tires were not long for this world.
As it turned out, Michelin Pilot Super
Sports were on sale and I managed to
get them for $135 each and got a $70
mail in rebate! Next came the alignment.

I  dropped the car off at  the
dealership in the morning and got a call
about 3 hours later that it was finished. I
was in a hurry, so just signed for the car

and left. Later, I looked at the report and
found the left front wheel was still out
of alignment. I called back and found
my left front strut was bent. Now, I faced
a decision. I had intended, at some point,
to upgrade to a sport suspension but I
figured on having a little more time
before needing to make that investment.
Now I had to decide whether to just
replace the front struts and live with the
40,000 mile struts in back or go ahead
and do the whole works at once. About
that time, an email arrived from Scott
Bowman.

While all of this was going on, I was
also experiencing some stumbling when
accelerating. I had mentioned it during
my previous visit but it was intermittent.
One morning, the car gave a big shudder
and presented a check engine light. I
limped it off the road, shut it off,
restarted it, and everything was fine. On
the next visit, they found one of my coils
was failing and replaced them all under
warranty.

It was decided that a Novice run
group was going to be added to the
Trifecta this year. I immediately signed
up but this just complicated things for
me. If I wasn’t going to make the cut, I
could get away with doing just the front
struts but a track session changed the
whole picture. It took 10 days before I

continued on page 20
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found out I got my slot approved. This
changed everything.

I remember from driving CoTA
during the first Trifecta, I suffered some
pretty serious brake fade late in each
session. I was determined not to let that

It Gets Better In The End
continued from page 19

happen again. So, in addition to the sport
shocks and springs along came stainless
steel brake lines, new pads and high
temperature brake fluid. In addition, the
rotors were replaced under warranty due
to warping. Finally, a second wheel
alignment and everything’s better than
new.
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The Teen Street Survival Program is supported and organized by the BMWCCA to
provide defensive driving techniques and actual experience for teenagers with a
driving permit or license.

The Tejas Chapter would like to have its 1st event.  A small team of Tejas Chapter
members had been putting the plans together for a 2011 event, then a 2012 event,
then a 2013 event, then a 2014 event, but have run into a roadblock, “the location.”
The location has to be a large parking lot with minimal obstructions, such as light
poles. Several locations have been contacted with no success.  Due to this roadblock,
the new target to hold an event will be in 2015.

Please let the Driving Events Coordinator, Scott Bowman at brglotus@fastmail.fm,
if you have a contact for a location in the Central Texas area.
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24 Hours of LeMons
by David Brown

I call it racing, but it’s the 24 Hours
of LeMons. Even among the participants
there are accusations that it’s not “real
racing,” but I don’t care. I’ve had
something like 6 hours of seat time at
Sonoma Raceway, a few hours each at
three other tracks. This is something I’ve
not had the money or bravery to do yet
with my precious M3s. Our LeMons

team knows full well we’re not there to
win. We’re there to go as fast as we can
and forget for a few hours our drab,
wretched lives. But along the way, I’ve
picked up a lot more than just that.

My wife is awesome
First of all, I’m not the only racer in

the house. My wife and I first heard
about this LeMons thing online and
thought, “now that sounds hilarious.” A
few months later we grabbed a couple
church buddies (go figure) and picked
up a car. One of our racers was a legit

Spec Miata racer and actually knew what
he was doing. He was traveling, so the

rest of us morons figured out how to
outfit the car and got it on the truck. But
that’s not even the most awesome part.
The most awesome part is that the race
was on Saturday. On Wednesday, my
wife learned to drive stick. She was out
on the track and spun in the chicane, but
so help me, she got herself out of it, and
she stayed out there and finished her
stint. And came back smiling.

Overcoming anxiety
Anxiety is real. I don’t mean it like,

“The Great Pumpkin is Real”. I mean
that when preparing for a race, I get
medically sick from worry. I know this
is irrational. I know it doesn’t make
sense. That is the nature of anxiety. You
can lay there at night, telling yourself,
“The car is ready. The stuff is packed.
We’re good to go.” But when the meat
says, “I’M CRAAAAAZY!”, that’s all
you get.  No amount of logic will
convince it. In the face of this, I force
the stupid meat bag to the track. And
here’s the thing - once I get through the
front gate and disclosures, it’s fixed. The
meat is in. The brain is in. All done!  This
isn’t the only place in my life that anxiety
gets in my way. But if I can convince
myself to go to the track to drive for 3-4
hours above 100 mph in a car I bought
for $150, then I know I can deal with
my other anxieties.

Nothing is hot anymore
We recently moved back to Texas

after a 15 year job or four. When we
came house hunting, it was August and
106 degrees.  Everyone was very
sympathetic and nice about the weather.
But the fact is -  It wasn’t hot.

Hot was Buttonwillow at 108
degrees, in full fire suit plus thermals,
no cool suit, no A/C, car soaking up the
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continued on page 24

sun and blowing it directly on you. Hot
was the organizers calling the race off
for two hours at the peak heat of the day,
demanding that everyone rehydrate
before the final three stint session before
sunset. Hot was coming off the track and
realizing, oh, I am dehydrated, and this
doesn’t feel good. It was hot enough that
you actually preferred wearing the suit
to not wearing it, because you stayed
cooler by letting the suit soak up the
sweat and evaporate it and have the
insulation from the air. It was that hot.
After that, nothing is hot anymore.

More learning what hot is, we
learned you can manage anything with
the right preparation. We got through it,
smiling like idiots. We adapt. We cope.
We can do anything after that weekend.

Race discipline is invaluable on the
street

My wife and I attended a BMW car
control clinic a couple years ago. This
was our first official driving training of
any sort. What we learned that day was
great. It really opened my wife's eyes.
I'd spent a lot of time on simulators, so I
knew the principles but not the
sensations.  It was a blast.

Then each of us put several hours
on real tracks, in real chaos. Cars
blowing out all their coolant in front of
us. Light contact. Spins. Heavy breaking.
Weight transfer in practice.  Chicanes.
Sunset right in the eyes.  People
outdriving their ability. People pushing
their limits. At no point would you have
said, "Yeah, they're in clear air there.”
That kind of experience changes how
you drive everywhere. Also the "race
cars" we drive are far less capable than
our daily drivers. It's arguable that it’s
less capable than our Honda Odyssey.
And we survive this 18 hour on-track-

incident with minor bumps and
scratches. Nothing a 16 oz. hammer
didn't take out.

So after a few races had gone by,
we started to realize just how capable

this has made us in normal city and
highway traffic. I drove my kids to
school in the ’08 M3 sedan. One
morning we merged clean as could be
into the HOV lane to take the flyover
ramp. A woman in a white VW came up
behind us doing a clear 90+, and
screeched down to my speed limit. A
vigorous set of Italian Salutes greeted
my rear view mirror. An opening on the
right let her nail the gas and creep around
us. I just left the 65 cruise control on.
She cut back into my lane and jabbed
her brakes. I knew exactly what was
coming and didn't miss a beat. Then she
floored it and slowly, slowly pulled
away. My kids freaked. I didn’t get
excited at all, because I’ve dive bombed
the double apex at the end of the Sonoma
drag strip - 3 wide in the middle with
nowhere to go and his brakes are better
than mine and OH NOOOO miss the
grass miss the grass miss the Gremlin ok
next straight. Some woman and her
yellow Wheaties don’t even register on
that scale.

The problem with big city highways
is that sometimes they don't smoothly
transition from speed-limit-plus to stop.
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Sometimes it's 75, BAM, 0. My wife
encountered this while driving the
minivan on her way to work one
morning. She was in the far left lane at
the limit when the traffic in front just
plain stopped. Again, race instinct took
over - brake in a straight line, release,
steer toward the median, brake, slow to
match, and then... glare. Some Merc
driver won't cross her again, let me tell
you. But she didn't panic, she didn't
overreact, didn't over correct and end up
in the guard rail. She knew what to do,
and her body immediately did it. (So
awesome!)

The fear in these situations was
removed because we had trained for
worse. The panic is now gone from lesser
emergencies.

Don’t fear the innards of the car
When I finally picked up an interest

in cars, it was very late. I learned to fix
my own cars not from a parent or friend,
but the Bentley manual and DIY write-
ups. Because of that, I was fed a litany
of "Careful to not get it on the paint,"
"Make sure you torque it only to 14NM,"
"Cover it with a towel to keep it clean."

24 Hours of LeMons
continued from page 23

So when the time came that I went to
get a $150 car that was already ruined
before I got it, all the rules of keeping
the car nice were off. About the first
thing we did after we got it home was
pull out a scratch awl and sign our names
in the paint, then, out came the sawzall.
It was liberating to know, “I can take it
apart and leave it apart until I understand
it.”

From that beginning, now I can do
pretty much all of the major services on
my cars, I’ve done an engine swap, I
know the proper use and care of the
torque wrench and compression tester, I
know 0w20 from 10w60, and all sorts
of things I have no business knowing or
doing. I bet this is what it’s like to be a
Marine.

In short, this useless hobby of mine
helps me get through everyday life by
the things I should never have learned
from it. So come on out, and bring your
unsuspecting friends. We could all learn
something out there.
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2015 
Date Event Meet Location 

May 23, 
2015 

Dr. Beemer DIY Day 
see page 5 

Austin 

June 20, 
2015 

Cool Summer Afternoons Deux 
see page 7  

TBD 

July 18, 2015 Shakespeare at Winedale TBD 
August 2015 TBD TBD 
September 2015 BMW of Austin event Austin 
October 2015 Annual Utopia Weekend Kerrville 
November 2015 TBD TBD 
December 2015 Annual Charity Event TBD 
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Amelia Island Concours
D’Elegance
by Fred Egloff

BMW had quite a presence at the
20th  Amel ia  I s land  Concours
D’Elegance, March 12th,  2015 in
Amel ia  I s land ,  F lor ida .  The  328
Model (pre war) was one of the major
features at the show. The Antique and
Vintage club (BMW) started their
weeklong Florida tour from there.
Here are some photos of the event.
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The BMW M MotoGP
Experience
by Sridhar Kamma

I had a chance to attend the BMW
M MotoGP experience again this year
at the Circuit of the Americas, and it
was an awesome experience as last
year.  I t  was  a  two day  weekend
program with many sessions geared
towards the attendees on Saturday,
that included the garage tour of the
Repso l  Honda  by  former  wor ld
champion and BMW M MotoGP brand
ambassador Loris Capirossi, service
road tour to Turn 1 where we were able
to  watch  the  MotoGP qual i fy ing
sessions up close, and the machines
leaning into the corner 1 and 2.

The program also included the
tour of the Bridgestone tire garage,
where  we  go t  a  b r ie f ing  of  the
different tires that were used during
the MotoGP sessions, and how the
logistics worked seamlessly within the
d i ffe ren t  t eams ,  d r ivers  and  the
Bridgestone crew to provide them with
the tires they need during each of the
sessions. About 1200 tires are being
t ranspor ted  to  every  race  by

Bridgestone, and includes the soft and
hard compound tires and, as well, the
tires that can be used during wet
sessions similar to the one that was
exper ienced  a t  COTA dur ing
Saturday’s sessions.

I had a chance to meet the new
personnel from BMW M division for
the Americas and had a chance to chat
with them about the upcoming M
models. Some of you may already have
seen the spy pictures or read about the
upcoming M2. Yes, it’s coming and
will be limited production like the 1M.
Apparently the car will be even better
than the current M235 which seem to
be  ge t t ing  grea t  rev iews  f rom
enthusiasts all around the world. So if
you desire to get an M2, make sure to
put your name on the list at your local
dealerships and let BMW M know
about your interest.

I also learned that BMW M brand
not only manufactures M models, but
also manufactures security vehicles
and also the individual options on
regular BMW lineup of cars and also
the M models. Individual options are
a  un ique  way  to  express  the
individuality and personality and the
options are increasing and will be
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region based. There would be a chance
to order the individual options on the
web and some of them are available
on the configurator on BMW USA
website.

BMW M is the sponsor of the
safety cars program for the MotoGP
and they did have the new BMW M4
safety car and the new X5 M Medical
car at the race at COTA. The attendees
had a chance to experience the hot
laps, and I choose to go in the X5 M.
The SAV had exceptional handling
even in the wet conditions and the
stiffness and the power made it feel
like an M4. The driver managed to lap
the X5 M quicker than the M4 in the
wet conditions. It was an awesome
SAV for sure.

BMW M division has been serving
as the official safety cars program of
the MotoGP since 1999, and they look

to innovate every year, and along with
the matte black wrap with the M livery,
the car has an upgraded aero kit, and
has a new injection system under the
hood. Along with the full injection,
there is now a new module to inject
water into the combustion chamber
that would aid in a better combustion
process. The system injects a fine mist
of water into the collector in order to
reduce the air’s temperature to a more
optimal temperature, helping with the
combustion process. Hoping this new
technology would be rolled out into
future M production models as well.

BMW M MotoGP experience is a
unique way to experience racing up
close and meet the M experts. More
information can be found at http://
www.bmw-motorsport.com/en/fan-
area/bmw-m/bmw-m-in-motogp.html
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BMW CCA Tejas Chapter
2014 Financial Statement

Current Fiscal Year -2014 Prior Fiscal Year-2013
BEGINNING EQUITY $25,622.15 $ 5,863.82
(Last Year Ending Equity)

INCOME
Membership Dues $14,204.22 $12,900.24
Newsletter Advertising $     955.00 $     850.00
Driving School Fees $81,681.08 $61,349.29
Other Event Fees $  3,363.00 $  3,963.00
National Rebates $  1,480.00 $  1,450.00
Miscellaneous $       43.00 $  3,000.00

TOTAL             $101,726.30 $83,512.53

EXPENSES:
Newsletter Printing $10,410.05 $  9,674.83
Newsletter Postage $  3,151.60 $  1,692.39
Insurance $  1,480.00 $  1,820.00
Driving School Expenses $66,638.20 $42,409.39
Other Event Expense $  3,532.08 $  4,169.24
Meeting Expenses/Awards $  1,845.78 $    477.38
Miscellaneous $     961.68 $  3,510.97

TOTAL: $88,019.39 $63,754.20

NET INCOME:
(Income Less Expenses) $13,706.91 $19,758.33

ASSETS:
Cash $39,329.06 $ 25,622.15
Inventory $        0.00 $       0.00
Equipment $        0.00 $       0.00
Accounts Receivable $        0.00 $       0.00
Deposits $        0.00 $       0.00

TOTAL: $39,329.06 $25,622.15

ENDING EQUITY: $39,329.06 $25,622.15
(Beginning Equity Plus Net Income)

  Prepared by: Sandra D. McConnell  (512)282-3077 Title: Sec./Treas.  Date:  04/26/2015
Term of Chapter’s fiscal year: January 01, 2014 - December 31, 2014

*Miscellaneous - PO Box rental & other postage, Bank Fees, Annual Web Hosting
fees,Tejas Flyers-printing, Administrative costs
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Classified Ads

2007 550
$17,995, 102,000 miles.black/black Must
drive to appreciate, well maintained. New
OEM transmission at 85,000m. Dinan
stage 2 tune. AFE stage 2 intake with
ProDry filter, AFE throttle body spacer,
New spark plugs & Ignition coils(Bosch),
New throttle body gasket, Dinan exhaust,
Bilstein B12 Pro-Kit Sport Suspension
Package, Front Adjustable Camber/Caster
Plates- KMAC Stage 1 Street, Turner cross
drilled rotors, Pagid S-sport pads, S-steel
brake lines, new radiator, new expansion
tank, new radiator hoses, new water pump,
new valve cover gaskets, E92 M3 Oem
19" rims(w/curb rash), new front window
seal, new cigarette lighter, new hood
shocks, new battery, hard wired for V-1
detector, complete records. . Contact
Derrick Houghton at 512-775-8459 or
send email to dwhdcm3@sbcglobal.net.

BMW X3 Sunshade
Nearly new Intro-Tech Ultimate Reflector

custom folding sunshade for X3. Paid $73;
asking $35. Contact Scott at (512) 658-
1840 or send email to
brglotus@fastmail.fm

Wheels for Sale
(4) Mille Miglia 8X17ET20 5-Spoke
Silver-charcoal Wheels for older 5, 6, and
7 series (E23/24/28/32/34/32/39 - fits
either 79.5 or 72.6mm hubs with included
rings). Excellent condition with no curb
rash or paint damage. Little used on my
'95 M5 and '85 M6 and stored for last 9
years. Spec winter tire fitment with 235/
45-17 tires. NLA but Look like Sport
Edition F5. Email for pictures. Contact
Christopher Richards at 2102435836 or
send email to chrichardsm6@yahoo.com.

5-Series Wanted
Looking for an e39 5 series Touring
(wagon) with a 6 cylinder and manual
transmission.. Contact Doug Norton at
512-413-1222 or send email to
dougn@att.net.

330i Wanted
Looking for a 330i with 5 or 6 speed
manual transmission. 4 door sedan
preferred but will consider a nice 2 door
coupe.. Contact Doug Norton at 512-413-
1222 or send email to dougn@att.net.

Classified ads FOR PERSONAL USE items are printed free for current
members of BMW CCA.  Ads will run for three issues, unless stopped earlier.
Ads may be extended by a request in writing to the Tejas Chapter mailbox
or by email. Members are limited to five (5) classified ads running at a time.
The ad rate for non-member ads or member ads of a COMMERCIAL nature
is $10.00 per issue.  These ads will be accepted on a monthly basis and
payment must be received before ad is printed.  Classified ads submitted for
publication in the Tejas Trax are also placed on the Tejas Chapter's website.
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